In this presentation, we describe the computation of higher-order QED effects relevant in hadronic collisions. In particular, we discuss the calculation of mixed QCD-QED one-loop contributions to the Altarelli-Parisi splittings functions, as well as the pure two-loop QED corrections. We explain how to extend the DGLAP equations to deal with new parton distributions, emphasizing the consequences of the novel corrections in the determination (and evolution) of the photon distributions.
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Introduction
Due to the improved accuracy and precision of the experimental measurements, the corresponding theoretical calculations must start including effects previously neglected. In the context of hadron colliders, it is a well-known fact that QCD is the dominating interaction, and in consequence the most important corrections are related to the strong force. However, since O(α 2 S ) ≈ O(α) for typical collision energies at the LHC, it becomes necessary to take into account also electroweak (EW) corrections. This is one of the reasons behind the recent explosion in the number of processes that have been computed including EW corrections beyond the leading-order (LO).
The idea of this article is to summarize the recent developments carried out by our group. We start by presenting, in Sec. 2, the extension of the DGLAP equations [1] to include QED effects, as well as a description of the new PDFs associated to leptons and photons. After that, we center in the calculation of the evolution kernels of these equations, namely the splitting functions. In Sec. 3, we present an algorithm that allowed us to compute one-loop mixed QCD-QED and twoloop QED corrections to the splitting functions by properly transforming the well-known NLO QCD expressions available in the literature [2, 3, 4] . Then, we motivate a generalization of the Abelianization algorithm and apply it to a physical process. The selected process is diphoton production; in Sec. 4 we describe the computation of the fully consistent NLO QED corrections obtained through the Abelianization of the 2gNNLO code [5] . Finally, we present the conclusions and briefly discuss some open questions in Sec. 5.
Extended DGLAP equations and splitting functions
The Altarelli-Parisi equations were originally formulated to describe the perturbative evolution of parton distribution functions (PDF) in the context of QCD interactions [1] . Our purpose is to deal with QCD partons (i.e. gluons and quarks) as well as photons. Moreover, since photons couple to charged leptons, we must also consider their presence inside hadrons and define the associated PDFs. Explicitly, given the canonical basis of PDFs, B c = {q i , l i ,q i ,l i , g, γ}, the extended DGLAP equations read
where t = ln µ 2 is the evolution variable (with µ the factorization scale), ⊗ denotes the convolution operator and P i j are the extended splitting functions. The sum over fermions f runs over all the active flavours of quarks (n F ) and leptons (n L ). In order to simplify the previous equations, it is convenient to change the PDF basis as suggested in Ref. [6] . While the equations for the photon and gluon distributions remains the same, we find
for the valence (F v = F v −F v with F any fermion) and ∆ distributions. The evolution equations for the other elements of the optimized basis are a bit cumbersome, and they can be found in Refs. [7, 8, 9] . It is worth appreciating that further simplifications take place when analyzing the O(αα S ) and O(α 2 ) contributions, since many of the modified splitting kernels are trivially vanishing.
On the other hand, the sum rules are also extended to include the presence of QED interactions. As usual, we have to impose the conservation of the fermion number inside the proton, as well as the conservation of the total momenta, which must be carried by each possible constituent. Explicitly, this means that the splitting kernels must fulfill
where we are summing over all the possible flavours of fermions and anti-fermions. These conditions fix the behaviour of the regularized splitting kernels in the end-point region, i.e. x = 1. To conclude this section, let's make some general remarks. The most prominent consequence of introducing QED interactions is the need to take into account a photon PDF. Moreover, the presence of QED interactions introduces charge separation effects, which were absent in the pure QCD model. Thus, the evolution of PDFs associated to different flavours might differ and this could have a phenomenological impact. In the same direction, the extended QCD-QED model includes quark-lepton mixing, although it is expected to be highly suppressed.
Recovering QED corrections: Abelianization algorithm and splitting functions
An interesting property of EW corrections is that we can exploit the previous knowledge of QCD calculations to partially recover them. Explicitly, it is possible to obtain QED and mixed QCD-QED contributions by replacing gluons with photons: this is what we called the Abelianization technique. In Refs. [7, 8] we apply this idea to compute O(αα S ) and O(α 2 ) corrections to the Altarelli-Parisi kernels. Some of these contributions have been computed in Refs. [10, 11] , centering in the amplitude-level results and the multiple collinear behaviour with photon emissions.
In the context of mixed QCD-QED corrections, the first step consisted in proposing a complete perturbative expansion of splitting kernels in both couplings, i.e.
and calculate P and replacing one and two gluons by photons, respectively. Of course, this replacement involves some subtleties [7] . For instance, the Abelianization of P γg ; there are two possibilities for replacing one gluon and two Figure 1 : K factors associated to QED corrections to the P γq (left) and P qγ (right) splitting functions. The red lines denote the O(αα S ) contributions, whilst the brown ones are O(α 2 ) terms. We can appreciate that the two-loop QED corrections are strongly suppressed in comparison to the mixed QCD-QED ones (factor 10). different diagrams are obtained. However, starting from P (2,0)and implementing the mentioned replacement, we end up with two diagrams contributing only to P (1, 1). Another subtlety is related to the treatment of the factor n F . In the context of QCD, it is related to the presence of quark loops. However, when we replace gluons by photons, we distinguish the particles according to their electric charge. Moreover, we could include also leptons inside the loop. So, we have the replacement
where the sum is restricted to quarks at O(αα S ), but all fermions are allowed at O(α 2 ). In the last case, it is necessary to explicitly indicate the color degeneration, i.e. we need to sum over each possible quark color. More details about the implementation of the Abelianization algorithm and the replacements implemented can be found in Refs. [7, 8] . Finally, after obtaining the P (1,1) ab and P (0,2) ab terms in the perturbative expansion, we define the ratio K
ab /P LO ab with the leading-order kernel P LO ab = a S P
(1,0) ab
ab . Some illustrative plots are shown in Fig. 1 . In particular, we consider the corrections to P γq (left panel) and P qγ (right panel), both at O(αα S ) and O(α 2 ). For splittings involving at least one photon, the lowest order is P LO ab = a P (0,1) ab and mixed QCD-QED corrections are dominant when compared with two-loop QED terms (by a factor 10). The charge separation effect becomes more noticeable in P qγ , although it is still present in P γq .
Benchmark example: diphoton production
Finally, let's present a practical application of the Abelianization algorithm to a complete physical process. We consider diphoton production in hadron colliders, and we rely on the code 2gNNLO [5] . This code makes use of the q T -subtraction method [12] to implement a fully differential cross-section calculation including NNLO QCD corrections.
As a proof of concept, we focus in the NLO QCD part of the code and apply the Abelianization technique to obtain the corresponding NLO QED corrections. We transformed both the hard coefficients (and their finite contributions), as well as the universal coefficients used to build the counter-terms. We check the consistency of the this approach by studying the collinear limits and comparing the behaviour of the counter-terms with the previously known QED splitting functions. After implementing the corresponding experimental cuts, we study the invariant mass and p T distributions of the diphoton system. The results are shown in Fig. 2 , where we include the NLO QED corrections for each partonic channel (i.e.and qγ, coloured lines), as well as the total NLO and NNLO QCD contributions (black solid and dotted lines). We used PDF4LHC [13] for the QCD calculation, and we varied the PDF set of the QED contribution in order to explore the effects of changing the photon PDF. From the plot, we can appreciate that both CT14 [14] and LUXqed [15, 16] produce similar outputs in the qγ channel, but NNPDF3.0QED [17] exhibits a completely different behaviour. In particular, the last set strongly enhances the QED corrections in the high-energy region: this effect is still compatible with the behaviour found with LUXqed due to the high uncertainties in the determination of photon distributions. On the other hand, all the distributions almost agree for thechannel, which shows that quark PDFs are well constrained by the experimental data available.
As a final comment, we would like to emphasize that there are some additional non-trivial features of the higher-order QED corrections. For instance, it is mandatory to properly deal with the EM running coupling, since it could introduce O(10 %) deviations in the high-energy distributions. Also, the presence of QED radiation forces the introduction of additional cuts and clustering algorithms, whose phenomenological impact might not be underestimated. A more detailed discussion of this topics can be found in Ref. [18] .
Conclusions
In this work, we discussed some features of the computation of higher-order QED corrections. In particular, we focused on the extension of DGLAP equations to deal with the novel lepton and photon distributions, as well as in the computation of the corresponding splitting kernels. We use an Abelianization technique to recover O(αα S ) and O(α 2 ) corrections by making use of the well-known NLO QCD corrections for the AP kernels.
After that, we extended the application of the Abelianization technique to the q T -subtraction method and we obtained the corresponding algorithm to compute NLO QED corrections. We applied this framework to the process pp → γγ + X; in particular, we modified the 2gNNLO code keeping only the NLO contributions and we verified the consistent cancellation of IR singularities. Moreover, we used this implementation to explore some phenomenological aspects of the process. For instance, we studied the dependence on the PDF set (focusing in the photon distribution), the high-energy behaviour of the QED corrections and the implementation of experimental cuts when QED radiation is included.
From this analysis, we conclude that QED corrections must be seriously taken into account in the context of high-precision physics. In fact, recent studies for diphoton plus jets [19] confirm the relevance of the previous assertion and the necessity of a proper understanding of the EW contributions in the high-energy region.
